THE ORCHARD PROJECT is the national charity for community orchards. We work in partnership
with people and communities to deliver community-led orchards in cities across the UK.
We teach and support people to transform their urban spaces into thriving and well-run
community orchards that benefit cities, people and nature.
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In cities across the UK,
everyone is within easy
reach of a thriving
community orchard.

We believe
that community
orchards can
transform lives,
change how we eat,
and help nature
to thrive, so we
create and champion
community orchards
in cities across
the country.

Bringing orchards into the heart
of urban communities.
Orchards make a significant contribution
to the country’s fruit and nut provision,
improve health and wellbeing,
build community resilience, nurture skills,
and provide cherished, nature-rich
community spaces used by a wide range of people.
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We deliver
orchards that
are sustainable

We put
communities
at the heart
of everything
we do
We are
community-led
– with projects,
partnerships and
priorities shaped by
the communities
we serve.

We deliver sustainable
community orchards.
The orchards are
initiated by their
communities. The best
trees are selected,
known to thrive in
a given set of site
conditions. We teach
people how to look
after their orchards
and offer groups
a 5-year support
plan, with a focus on
tree aftercare and
continued community
engagement.

We care about
and are experts
on all things
orchard
We are healthily
obsessed with
orchards and
trees. We share
our knowledge and
expertise to engage
and inspire people to
get involved.

We put
diversity and
inclusion into
action
We value
and work
with nature
We advocate organic
and permaculture
principles, and rely
on nature-based
solutions.

We act
boldly and
innovatively
We look to put
new ideas into
practice to inspire
positive change.

We work with diverse
communities, and
want orchards to
benefit all. We strive
to have diversity
within our staff,
trustee and volunteer
base that is reflective
of the cities and
communities in which
we operate.
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Improve
access to
orchards
across wider
social groups
Our work creates more
urban orchards and
involves a wider range
of people. It increases
access to greenspace and
engages as many different people as possible to
experience the multiple
benefits that community
orchards bring.

Enable
sustainable
communities
Our work enables
communities to manage
their own orchards.
We provide training
and support, and give
people the knowledge,
skills and confidence
to do so.

Champion
orchards
Our work increases
people’s awareness
of community orchards
and how they benefit
people and nature.
We are a leading advocate
for orchards and champion
their cause with
UK policymakers.

Take action
on climate and
food through
orchards
Our work raises
awareness of the climate
crisis and how we can
mitigate against
and adapt to it.

Build a better

Founded in 2009,
we are a relatively
young organisation.
We are keen to further
develop and grow,
and are able to respond
to challenges and seize
new opportunities.
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For each of our five
strategic priorities,
we will focus on
a set of objectives
that collectively
will deliver our
overall ambition.
We have included
specific targets
for our core work.
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Improve access
to orchards across
wider social groups
• Engage more beneficiaries who are on
a low income and from BAME groups
• Create more high-quality green spaces in
urban areas of deprivation
• Embed equality, diversity and inclusion
into how we deliver our work
• Positively impact 50,000 beneficiaries
• Connect people to orchards for wellbeing
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increases access to orchard
greenspace and enables more
people to connect with nature and
others for wellbeing. We specifically target
and engage underrepresented groups in
areas where there is greater need.
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Enable
sustainable
communities
• Support 100 new groups
to plant their own
community orchard
• Increase the number
of exemplar community orchards –
those that are self-sufficiently run,
and excel in volunteer engagement,
community involvement, biodiversity
and horticultural management
• Enable more communities
to make full and varied use
of the produce grown
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Our work gives
people the knowledge and skills
to successfully run their own
community orchards, building resilient
and strong neighbourhoods.
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Champion
orchards
• Become the go-to authority
on community orchards
to help safeguard their future
• Build a stronger evidence base for
our social and environmental impact
• Through partnerships and networks,
influence public strategy
and policy through our unique
orchard advocacy role
• Become the UK’s leading
training provider of orchard skills
• Increase public awareness
about the need to champion
and cherish community orchards
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Our work is valued and
supported, and community orchards
are widely protected and recognised
as a positive force for people and nature
in the face of climate change.
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Take action on
climate and food
through orchards
• Look to expand our reach
across the UK, working across
more regions and cities
• Deliver 300 community orchards
(i.e. planted, restored or improved)
and plant at least 1,000 new fruit trees
• Make more orchards climate-resilient,
and enhance orchard biodiversity
• Create more and more
orchards that produce food
through a mix of trees
and other plants, taking
a forest garden
or food forest approach
• Explore opportunities to boost
food security through orchards
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Our work helps
to mitigate against and adapt
to the climate crisis by enhancing
urban greening, orchard resilience,
biodiversity and food security.
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Build a better

• Increase the diversity
of our workforce and board
• Embed an organisational
culture of being responsive
and innovative
• Strengthen and develop
multiple income streams
• Focus on better enabling donors
to achieve their philanthropic aims
• Enhance staff development
and wellbeing
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The charity is
operationally and financially
in a strong position.
We use innovation to scale
and shape our work.
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WeAreTheOrchardProject
ProjectOrchard
TheOrchardProject

www.theorchardproject.org.uk
The Orchard Project is the working name of The Orchard Project (Cause) Ltd | Registered Charity 1139952
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